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REACTION TORQUE MINIMIZATION
TECHNIQUES FOR ARTICULATED PAYLOADS

Kevin Kral Roberto M. Aleman
Honeywell-Sperry Space Systems Instrument Division, Code 720

19019 N. 59th Avenue Goddard Space Flight Center
Glendale, Arizona 85308 Greenbelt, Maryland 20771

ABSTRACT

Articulated payloads on spacecraft, such as antenna telemetry systems and robotic
elements, impart reaction torques back into the vehicle which can significantly affect the
performance of other payloads. These disturbances can degrade the quality of the data
obtained by other on board experiments and systems.

This paper discusses ways to minimize the reaction torques of articulated payloads
through command shaping algorithms and unique control implementations. The effects of
reaction torques encountered on the LANDSAT satellite are presented and compared with
simulated and measured data of prototype systems employing these improvements.

INTRODUCTION

Articulated payloads on spacecraft, such as antenna telemetry systems and robotic
elements, impart reaction torques back into the vehicle which can significantly affect the
performance of other payloads. These disturbances can degrade the quality of the data
obtained by other on board experiments and systems. Structural dynamics of the vehicle
can amplify the effects of reaction forces and torques posing even larger disturbance
environments.

Reaction forces and torques of articulated systems occur during both slew and tracking
maneuvers. Their magnitudes are dependent on payload mass and acceleration profiles.
Slew maneuvers, because of their relatively high payload accelerations impart the largest
forces and torques back into the vehicle while tracking maneuver reaction torques are
significantly less.



However, tracking reaction torques are often a larger problem to on board experiments
because of their continuous presence. While slew maneuvers can be controlled to occur
during non critical experiment processes tracking maneuvers are often needed during these
processes to relay data and telemetry of the experiment.

To address these issues and determine torque disturbances prior to in flight operations
the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center is funding a development contract with
Honeywell Satellite Systems to measure and predict the reaction torque disturbances of
articulated payload systems. The development work will evaluate control techniques and
implementations to minimize reaction torques and will culminate in a facility known as the
Dynamic Offset Gravity Balance (DOGB).

The DOGB facility will allow full up testing of articulated systems by off loading
gravity effects to the experiment under test and measuring the actual reaction forces and
torques under various operational maneuvers. Measurement capability of the facility will
allow post processing of the reaction torque data to predict on orbit disturbances with
given structural models of the spacecraft. The complete facility located at the Honeywell
Satellite Systems Division in Phoenix, Arizona will allow the industry a means to measure
reaction torque disturbances of articulated systems in a simulated microgravity
environment prior to in-flight operation over near full operating motion ranges.

PAST IN-SPACE EXPERIENCE

The need to measure and predict torque disturbances of articulated payloads is best
realized by experiences encountered on past missions. One example is the LANDSAT 4
satellite. The LANDSAT 4 payloads include a Thematic Mapper (TM) and a Multi-
Spectral Scanner (MSS). Both sensors are imaging instruments sensitive to on board
disturbances which collect spectral radiation data of (lighted) land masses. Data
communication between the satellite and on board experiments with the ground based
receiving stations is through an on board Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) high
gain antenna system.

Sources of on board torque disturbances include the solar array drive, TDRS antenna
system, Attitude Control System (ACS) gyros, and moving components within the MSS
and TM. During in orbit operation the disturbances from the TDRS antenna system are of
particular interest.

Attitude deviation data of the satellite is available to the ground from the combined data
of the on board computer ephemeris, the ACS (DRIRU) gyro (dc to 2.2 Hz), and an
onboard Angular Displacement Sensor (ADS) (2.2 Hz to 125 Hz).



Figure 1 shows a typical attitude deviation response in the roll axis during a TDRS
antenna program track start-up. This operation is a slew type maneuver to point the
antenna and acquire the TDRS satellite. In this maneuver relatively large peak to peak
deviations are experienced ( >400 arc seconds).

Figure 1
LANDSAT 4 Attitude Deviations During TDRSS Antenna Track Start up

 The magnitude of the reactions under this type of maneuver and resulting attitude
disturbances are determined by the acceleration profile of the antenna mass and response
of the attitude control system. Controlled profile techniques can be applied to minimize
peak attitude deviations if they pose significant problems to the on board experiments.

Figures 2 and 3 show amplified response characteristics of Figure 1 prior to a TDRS
track start-up and after TDRS acquisition. In Figure 2 the attitude response shown is with
the Thematic Mapper on and the both the MSS and TDRS antenna system off. The
primary source of disturbance in this configuration results from the moving elements within
the TM. As shown in Figure 2 the peak to peak disturbance is approximately 2 arc
seconds. Even with this relatively small disturbance environment, the data from the TM
required post processing to cancel these effects.

Figure 3 shows the attitude response of the system after the TDRS satellite has been
acquired with the TDRS antenna system in a tracking operation. The TDRS antenna
system on LANDSAT 4 employs a step motor drive with a pulse frequency spread
between 0 and 3.9 Hz. As shown in Figure 3 the attitude disturbance response of the 



Figure 2
LANDSAT 4 ADS Roll Data Before TDRSS Antenna Track

system due to the TDRS tracking operation is more than doubled with a peak to peak
deviation of 5 arc seconds.

Clearly the reaction torques of the articulated antenna system can impact the
disturbance environment for other on board experiments. As spacecraft and experiment
pointing requirements become more critical these reaction torques and their effects become
an even larger concern. The solution is to determine and measure the disturbance
characteristics prior to flight operation in a simulated zero gravity environment and test,
evaluate and optimize the compensation techniques to reduce reaction torques back into
the spacecraft.

Utilizing this data with the structural models of the spacecraft, disturbance
environments to on board experiments can be better predicted.

An approach to this solution is provided in the development of the Dynamic Offset
Gravity Balance (DOGB).



Figure 3
LANDSAT 4 ADS Roll Data During TDRSS Antenna Track

DYNAMIC OFFSET GRAVITY BALANCE (DOGB) FACILITIES

The Dynamic Offset Gravity Balance (DOGB) is a facility that provides full up testing
of articulated systems in a simulated microgravity environment to measure and predict
their in orbit characteristics and reaction torques back into the vehicle. To provide
autonomous gravity off-loading capability over the relatively large excursions of
articulated systems, the DOGB employs three active control loops. These loops track
payload horizontal motions and maintain a constant vertical gravity off loading force on the
payload. Figure 4 shows the DOGB facility with a test antenna pointing system.

To off-load gravity effects a cable attaches on or near the payload center of gravity
(CG) through a three degree of freedom Hooke’s joint. The Hooke’s joint accommodates
payload rotations and insures a vertical cable at the payload attach point.



Figure 4
Dynamic Offset Gravity Balance

A constant cable tension is maintained by an active control loop in the vertical or Z
axis. The cable tension is selected to equal the gravity off loading force required for the
articulated system under test. This active control loop is closed around a pulley/load cell
arrangement and a motor/drum assembly as shown in Figure 5.



Figure 5
DOGB Z Axis Control Configuration

Cable tension is maintained by the motor/drum assembly through feedback from the load
cell. Large payload motions in the Z axis are accommodated as the cable winds and
unwinds on the drum assembly.

To counteract the gravitational force, a constant vertical force must be applied to the
payload. Any deviations from a true vertical force result in force components along the
horizontal axes. To maintain a vertical cable (i.e. vertical counter force) the components of
the Z axis active tension loop (motor, drum, load cell) are mounted on a carriage/bridge
assembly as shown in Figure 4.

Active position loops are closed around a torque motor/ball screw arrangement to move
the carriage or bridge assemblies in a horizontal plane. Motion of the carriage and bridge is
controlled by local position loops closed around position sensors monitoring the payload
cable.

As the experiment payload moves, the cable moves away from the position sensor null
point. This motion is detected by the loop which commands the torque motors to move the
carriage or bridge to force the position error to zero. The resulting system tracks the
payload horizontal motions and the Z axis loop maintains a constant vertical force; thus the
payload is off-loaded over large motion excursions.

This active gravity off loading technique finds particular application in testing and
evaluating articulated payloads such as gimballed antenna pointing systems. By selectively
determining the payload attach point and cable tension based on the mass properties of the



payload and intermediate gimbal structures the net gravity induced torques at each gimbal
are cancelled. This allows the system to be tested over nearly full operating excursions in a
1 g environment.

Some of the current dynamic properties of the DOGB facility are given in Table 1

TABLE 1
DYNAMIC OFFSET GRAVITY BALANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Payload Weight 5 to 100 pounds (can be upgraded)
Static Balance < 5% gimbal Torque Capability
Z Force loop Bandwidth >20 Hz 3 dB closed loop)
X & Y Position loop Bandwidth > 5 Hz  3 db closed loop)
Payload Motion (X,Y,Z) >± 2 feet

To measure reaction forces and torques of the system under test during operational
maneuvers the DOGB facility incorporates a six degree of freedom Force Measurement
System (FMS) mounted on the floor beneath the DOGB fixture. The FMS is composed of
a wide range dynamometer and control electronics package. The dynamometer consists of
four 3 component force measurement sensors which are used to provide three axes of force
and three axes of torque measurement capability. Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of
the DOGB FMS.

 TABLE 2
DOGB Force Measurement System Characteristics

Range Fx & Fy ±20 kN ±4500 pounds
Range Fz 10 kN to +40 kN 2250 to +9000 pounds
Force Threshold < 0.01 N <0.00225 pounds
Range Tx & Ty ±3.12 kN m ±2300 ft lb
Range Tz ±6.14 kN m ±4600 ft lb
Torque Threshold <3.0 * 10 3 N m <2.2 * 10 3 ft lb

With the given off loading and reaction force and torque measurement capability the
DOGB system allows better dynamic interactions and performance predictions to be made
for articulated systems prior to in flight operation. This includes payload reactions, mast
properties, and support mount characteristics.

The current status of the DOGB facility is a full size working demonstration unit with a
simulated payload and gimbal pair for off loading verification. These simulated gimbals are
in an elevation/lateral configuration (Figure 4) and are based on those used for High Gain



Antenna System on the Solar Maximum Mission satellite. Also included is an active
gimbal pair for control law verification and later DOGB integration.

The active gimbal pair are digitally controlled and in an elevation/azimuth
configuration. In this configuration the azimuth gimbal requires no gravity off loading in its
degree of freedom and the elevation gimbal can be counter balanced with weights to
overcome gravity induce torques. This allows control law testing of the gimbal without the
DOGB fixture. Later testing with the DOGB fixture will demonstrate DOGB performance
with an active system.

As an overall effort to measure and improve reaction force and torque disturbances on
spacecraft the DOGB study contract is also evaluating unique control law
implementations. These evaluations include adaptive slew maneuver control and
static/slow moving tracking type reaction control.

ADAPTIVE SLEW MANEUVER CONTROL

The active test gimbals of the DOGB facility are digitally controlled and based on the
Air Force standard ADA programming language referenced to MIL STD 1750a
compatible microprocessors. The microprocessor based system allows complete control
over all articulated functions including torque commands, position feedback, and external
sensor processing. In addition to conventional control law algorithms the DOGB study is
evaluating adaptive control for slew maneuvers.

These adaptive control techniques include calculating the spectral responses of given
slew profiles and modifying them using FFT algorithms to selectively remove frequency
content that may be exciting unwanted structural modes. These algorithms will then
generate new slew profiles adoptively to minimize exciting the selected modes.
Incorporating these algorithms in the articulated system with remote sensors on the
spacecraft will allow the system to adapt in orbit if unanticipated structural modes are
encountered.

The reaction force and torque measurement capability and active gimbals of the DOGB
system allow these algorithms to be easily evaluated in determining their ability to
extinguish selected spectral content of commanded slew profiles. Preliminary work with
these slew algorithms will be complete in late 1988.

STATIC / TRACKING REACTION CONTROL

Implementing complete digital control for articulated systems allows the flexibility to
control individual elements in the system for adaptive applications such as slew profiles.



However, often these implementations result in undesirable limit cycles inherent in digital
systems. These limit cycles can result from the finite quantization within the control loop.
In the functional control block diagram of Figure 6 a dominant quantization parameter
affecting gimbal pointing performance and reaction torque transmissions is the quantization
of the position feedback.

Figure 6
Functional Control Block Diagram

Commonly resolver to digital (R/D) converters are used for position feedback. The R/D
converter provides a digital representation of the gimbal angle for processing by the
computer which determines the appropriate torque command to maintain gimbal control. A
limit cycle can result if the error to the compensation is not zero.

This can best be seen for 1/2 lsb command input. Because the output of the R/D
converter can only change in one lsb increments the error to the compensation can never
be zero. If the error is not numerically zero the free integrator in the compensation will
ramp up or down forcing the torque motor to rotate in an attempt to force the error to zero.
A free integrator is often required in the compensation to overcome friction and
disturbance effects on the gimbal. As the gimbal rotates the R/D converter will eventually
flip one lsb, the error will then change sign and the compensation will begin to ramp in the
other direction resulting in a one lsb limit cycle. The frequency of the limit cycle is near the
bandwidth of the gimbal position loop. The impact on the overall performance of the
articulated system due to a limit cycle is dependent of the quantization step size, loop
bandwidth, and allowable reaction torque disturbances. Each lsb correction produces a
step torque command to the gimbal resulting in a step reaction torque back into the
vehicle. The magnitude of the torque step size is related to the quantization step size and
system bandwidth. For a constant system bandwidth the best way to minimize the effects
of a quantization limit cycle is to decrease the quantization step size (i.e. increase sensor
resolution). Often increasing sensor resolution implies costlier more complex
implementations which may not be warranted by the overall system accuracy requirements.



Therefore the DOGB study program has been investigating techniques to minimize these
limit cycle problems without imposing costlier devices.

The DOGB active gimbal pair uses a single speed resolver and 14 bit R/D converter for
position feed back information. The angular resolution of this configuration is 0.022
degrees (1 lsb). The accuracy of the system is ±2 lsb’s or ±0.044 degrees which is
adequate for anticipated antenna pointing applications. Thus the implementation of costlier
more complex angle sensors for increased resolution are not warranted by the accuracy of
the 14 bit device. However the resulting limit cycle of the configuration with a 1.5 Hz
position bandwidth loop, as shown Figure 8 is certainly undesirable. The top trace shows
the resulting error signal to the compensation with a constant zero command input. The
middle trace shows the resulting output from the 14 bit R/D converter. And the bottom
trace shows the resulting torque step commands being commanded to the gimbal torque
motor.

Figure 8
Quantization Limit Cycle Results



To minimize the quantization effects and effectively eliminate the torque limit cycle, a
unique compensation technique for systems employing quantized digital feedback is being
developed as part of the DOGB work. The technique increases the effective resolution of
the R/D converter by employing a multi-variable feedback approach.

Preliminary results using this approach to minimize the limit cycle effects are are given
in Figure 9. The traces clearly show the improvements. The data on the left shows the the
quantization limit cycle with conventional feedback and the data on the right shows the
results utilizing the multi-variable feedback approach. Note the significantly reduced
torque commands. The implementation is used to eliminate static limit cycle reactions.

Figure 9
Quantization Limit Cycle Results with multi-variable Feedback

The multi-variable feedback approach is being incorporated in the digital control
algorithms of the DOGB active gimbals and evaluations will be complete in mid 1988.

SUMMARY

The development of the Dynamic Offset Gravity Balance (DOGB) and its associated
algorithms for controlling articulated payloads provides a new approach for predicting,
measuring and correcting reaction torque disturbances on spacecraft which can impact
other on board experiments. The complete facility located at the Honeywell Satellite



Systems Division in Phoenix, Arizona will allow the industry a means to measure reaction
torque disturbances of articulated systems in a simulated microgravity environment prior to
in flight operation over near full operating motion ranges. The measurement capability
allows the user to verify system performance and predict in flight disturbances. The control
algorithms being developed will enhance the next generation of articulated systems to
better meet the ever increasing pointing and jitter requirements of future spacecraft.


